Statement of purpose (SOP)

It is mandatory to submit a statement of purpose and it is a key document in the decision making process. It is therefore extremely important that you give considerable thought towards preparing the SOP.

Below you will find useful information on how to write a good SOP:

- Try to be as concise and clear as possible
- The document should be approximately 400-600 words long
- Include the subject of your Bachelor thesis and/or information about your past academic projects/achievement (e.g. research, papers conferences etc.)
- Highlight relevant work or internship experience if applicable
- State which courses you have or how else you think you fulfill the requirements stated for the specific education in the programme specifications
- State your future research and academic interest and explain why you have chosen to study at DTU and how the programme you have applied for will help you in your academic pursuits; provide two courses from the DTU course catalogue that you expect to follow and how these fits into your (future) academic profile
- If you are applying for more than one MSc Eng. programme, please make sure that you prepare a separate SOP for each programme you apply for